
IntroductIon
Prototype Information
The “Slate Quarry Hunslet” was one of the classic designs of narrow gauge industrial locomotion. 
“Hunslet” was the Hunslet Engine Company, located in the Hunslet district of Leeds, and the Slate 
Quarries where they worked were almost all in North Wales. Essentially the design was a 4 coupled 
saddle tank locomotive with cylinders of 7in diameter and 10in stroke (although some were just a bit 
bigger). Very few were provided with cabs, despite the wet weather for which the area is notorious!. 
After a few early experimental machines, the first of the classic design was Gwynedd for Penrhyn 
Quarry in 1883, followed soon after by the slightly shorter Velinheli for Dinorwic Quarry in 1886. These 
quarries were reputedly the two largest of their kind in the world. Both went on to own a large fleet of 
these machines, and with only relatively minor changes and improvements over the years, remained 
loyal to the type and the maker until cheap second-hand locos became available from the 1930s. Other 
slate quarries in the area also bought similar locomotives, such was the quality and reputation of the 
design. The last to be built was Michael for Dinorwic in 1932.

Typical working conditions for one of these locos was on one of the exposed galleries, where 
slabs of freshly quarried slate were transported to the dressing sheds, from which came finished 
roofing slates and huge quantities of waste rock, which had to be tipped nearby. These transportation 
needs resulted in three basic types of wagon: flat for carrying slabs, open-ended (tipping) for the 
waste, and slat-sided for the finished product. Add to this a small number for carrying coal (for locos 
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and other machinery), and at Penrhyn only, a drop side design for carrying powdered slate (trade 
name “Fullersite”) in sacks. The latter product was used as an inert filler in all sorts of processes, but 
it didn’t seem to help much with keeping down the size of the waste tips!

The step-like galleries stretched for over a thousand feet up the mountainside, and the finished 
roofing slates were lowered in wagons down often lengthy inclines for onward transportation to the 
quarries’ own port for shipping worldwide, and later by mainline railway.

The mountainside galleries at Dinorwic Quarry (closed in the late 1960s) can still clearly be 
seen opposite to Llanberis at the foot of Snowdon. Penrhyn Quarry at Bethesda is still at work today, 
although railways have not been in use for 40 years or so. Such was the importance of slate quarrying, 
that the owner of the latter quarry became Lord Penrhyn, and his home, Penrhyn Castle (actually an 
extravagantly adorned large house) is now one of most visited National Trust properties in the area.

When the quarries were closed or modernised, virtually all the “Slate Quarry Hunslets” survived 
to be preserved, another indication of their quality and reputation. Some are now operating intensive 
tourist railway services, working far harder than in quarry days. It is interesting to note that quite a 
few have acquired cabs in preservation, a reflection, perhaps, of softer times we now live in!

For further information on these fascinating little locomotives, we can recommend reading:
• Quarry Hunslets of north Wales, Cliff Thomas, Oakwood Press, 2001.
• narrow Gauge railways in north caernarvonshire - Vol 3, James I C Boyd, Oakwood 

Press 1986.
For a good idea of what the quarries were like in narrow gauge railway days the following video is 
worth seeking out:

• north Wales narrow Gauge Steam 1959/60, Volume 4 of the Ivo Peters Collection, 
Published by Julian Peters.

Model Information
This kit will enable you to build a model of a typical Dinorwic “quarry Hunslet”. There were four basic 
types at Dinorwic, and numerous minor variations. With locomotives built over a period from 1886 to 
1932, and the last one in industrial service until 1967, this is hardly surprising. Furthermore, most of 
the locomotives have gone on to serve various preservation projects, and even more variations have 
been introduced. We set out to produce a model of a locomotive in later “quarry” condition, and settled 
on Rough Pup, because it is preserved at the Narrow Gauge Railway Museum (located adjacent to the 
Talyllyn Railway at Tywyn in Gwynedd) in just that state. We have set the clock back a little bit further 
by including a fully riveted saddle tank, but if you want a flush-riveted or all-welded tank, it is a simple 
matter to file off the rivets (much easier than the other way round of having to add them on!).

Our kit represents the first batch of the “Alice” class. Five locos were built to this design, with 
the distinctive tapered frames, and latterly they were named Velinheli, King of the Scarlets, Red 
Damsel, Rough Pup, and Cloister (respectively Hunslet 409/1886, 492/1889, 493/1889, 541/1891, 
and 542/1891). The first two had by the 1950’s been altered by swapping major components with 
other locomotives, Velinheli had acquired a domed boiler, and King of the Scarlets had a set of frames 
from the second batch of “Alice” class locomotives, with a less tapered profile. However, Maid Marian 
(Hunslet 822/1903) was by this time running on a set of earlier frames (presumably a direct swap had 
taken place during overhaul). Therefore, the kit could be used to represent any one of 6 locomotives 
at different time periods, but as with any model, the best advice is to seek out photographs taken at 
known dates, and use them to check for minor variations.

As designed, the model has a small, but powerful, high quality motor, which fits invisibly in the 
bottom section of the firebox (below footplate level). This means that inside valve gear can be fitted 
between the frames where it is visible and in this model it takes a dummy, cosmetic form. We have 
decided that it is not worth the manufacturing and assembly complications involved in having “working” 
inside valve gear where the movement is limited and barely visible when the locomotive is moving.

Subject to sufficient interest being shown, we plan to produce other variations of the basic Hunslet 
7in x 10in 0-4-0ST, including those for Penrhyn Quarry and for the quarries in the Nantlle Vale.
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two rail or Battery Propulsion
As supplied, the model is designed for two rail electrical pick-up. The motor is a low power 
consumption “coreless” type, which is also very suitable for battery power, but no other provision is 
included because of the many possible switching and control options. If you want radio control with 
battery power, or some form of electronic speed control, you will need to consult specialists in those 
fields. However, there is a section starting on page 17, describing a simple forward/off/reverse switch 
system, but note before starting any assembly work, that a few modifications are needed to provide 
a location for the battery and switch, and route for the wiring.

Whether you intend to use two rail or battery propulsion, please note that the motor supplied 
is suitable for scale length trains (a few slate wagons) running at a scale speed. It will not last long if 
you overload it by trying to pull long heavy trains at high speed!

HeaLtH and Safety
resin
The main castings are made from Polyurethane Resin, which should not cause any safety problems 
in normal use. Do not subject the material to excessive heat such as flame or soldering iron as, apart 
from damage to the fine detail, unpleasant fumes will be given off. For the same reason, do not use 
a power drill or other power cutting tools, as heat will be generated. When filing or sanding (e.g. to 
remove moulding ‘pips’) do not breathe in the fine dust. Ideally you should wear a suitable dust mask 
or use ‘wet and dry’ paper (used wet) to prevent dust being caused.

White metal
All white metals contains lead in small quantities. Always wash your hands after touching white metal, 
and do not allow children to play with it.

Glass fibre Pencil
Whilst not dangerous or harmful, the fibres can be very irritating if they stick in your skin. If this proves 
to be a problem it is advisable to wear gloves. Damage could be caused if fibres flick into your eyes, so 
it is desirable to wear suitable spectacles. Do be careful not to rub your eyes when using glass fibre. 
An alternative, in many, but unfortunately not all circumstances, is to use an abrasive rubber block, 
usually sold by the same firms and exhibition traders who sell the glass fibre pens.

other tools and adhesives
Be careful with sharp tools such as knives and drills, and observe Health & Safety instructions on 
adhesives and paints, particularly spray paints.

tooLS needed
The following tools are needed, most of which will already be in the toolkit of the average modeller. 

Piercing Saw or Nippers for removing lost wax castings from their sprues
“Stanley” type knife for removing etched parts from the frets
Assortment of small files for finishing removal of pips, tabs, and general cleaning up
Soldering Iron, Solder & Flux for the majority of brass to brass fixing
Cyanoacrylate (Loctite Superglue or similar)
 for quick fixing of parts where strength is not important
2-part Epoxy Glue (Araldite or similar)
 for fixing resin to resin or two dissimilar materials, such as resin 

to brass. (Could also be used as a substitute for much of the 
soldering if required). The 5 minute setting variety is OK for 
most of this work, but the 24 hour setting version is better if you 
have the patience to wait for each bit to set!
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Glass Fibre Pencil
Abrasive Rubber Block for cleaning all materials (but particularly etched brass parts) 

prior to soldering or glueing and prior to painting.
Assortment of small drills
Pin Chuck (or similar) for forming or enlarging various holes. The following sizes of drill 

will be needed: 0.7mm 0.8mm, 1mm; 1.2mm; 1.3mm; 1.6mm, 
2mm, and 3mm

Taper Reamer or Broach Useful for slightly enlarging holes in etchings, particularly the 
crankpin holes in coupling and connecting rods. A round file will 
do the job, but either of these will do it much easier and better, 
and will come in very useful on future projects too.

Blue Tack (or similar) For holding parts in place while you solder them, or while the 
epoxy is setting.

PreParatIon noteS
cleaning up resin Mouldings
All moulding sprues and ‘pips’ should be removed, using a scalpel, then finished off with a file or ‘wet 
and dry’ paper. If at any stage during assembly you damage the resin parts the following tips are 
offered for their repair.

• If the part breaks ‘cleanly’ and will fit back together properly, it can be stuck with a cyanoacrylate 
(superglue) type adhesive.

• Other damage, such as gouges or holes drilled too deep, are best repaired with car body filler.
• Badly damaged breaks are better joined with epoxy and the resulting cracks repaired with filler.

cleaning up Lost Wax Brass castings
As required, remove pieces from sprues with a piercing saw or nippers and finish off with a fine file. 
Parts may need straightening; this is easily achieved with the fingers. Remove any blemishes with a 
file and finish with a quick polish with a glass fibre brush.

Preparing the White Metal castings
Clean off moulding ‘pips’ and parting lines with a scalpel blade or file. Use an old file specially reserved 
for this job, because it will be spoilt for any other use. Finish off with your glass fibre pencil.

etched components
Remove components from the sheets only when you need them. This is done by cutting through the 
small tabs (but see next paragraph) with a Stanley-type knife, or a small chisel blade, whilst resting 
on a fairly hard surface like a piece of MDF. In many places it is possible to cut the tabs with scissors 
or nippers, but however you do it, do it carefully to avoid distorting the part you are removing and 
any adjoining parts. Usually it is best to cut the tab at the end away from the part and then remove 
the remains with fine nippers, finishing off with a fine file.

Many of the etched components require folding (some fold up several times, concertina-like), 
and some of the folding joints look very much like the location tabs. Make sure, by studying the 
instructions, that you cut out parts by removing only the tabs and not the fold joints! As a general 
rule, where components form a right angle, the fold line is on the inside, but where it folds back on 
itself (i.e. to 180°), the line is on the outside.

Before you do any folding or assembly work, clean any edges or surfaces to be soldered with 
the glass fibre brush or abrasive rubber. This is in addition to using a liquid flux immediately before 
the soldering operation. The main etched parts of the kit - the frames and footplate - are intended to 
be folded and assembled “dry”, and then soldered afterwards. Indeed, it is possible to complete the 
whole kit without soldering (although soldering is recommended, both for strength and longevity); just 
run some superglue into the joints after assembly or smear some epoxy (Araldite) on the faces and 
joints during assembly. The use of tabs and slots and some fold-over tabs, means that it will virtually 
hold itself together.
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forming rivets in etched components
In a number of places, it is necessary to form “rivets” (actually the domed head of the rivet) in an 
etched component. In all cases, there are tiny half etched holes on the reverse side for location 
purposes, and in most cases they have to be done before folding or assembly. The best tool for 
forming the rivet heads is a proper rivet press, of which several are commercially made, and can be 
obtained at specialist shows, such as those run by the Gauge O Guild or the Association of Larger Scale 
Modellers. These tools consist of a press which locates the piece of metal to be embossed between 
a hardened pointed tip and a die consisting of a hole of the same diameter as the required rivet (in 
this case about 0.9 or 1mm). Most tools have some sort of device for spacing the rivets, and locating 
a row of them a set distance from an edge, but these are not needed for this kit. By pressing the 
pointed tip (methods vary in different tools) onto the metal and into the hole, a nice, sharp, rounded 
rivet head results. Note that the female die is the important part for getting the sharpness needed; 
some riveting tools have only the pointed part, suggesting that you press onto a piece of lead or other 
slightly yealding surface. Some books suggest that a blunt scriber or centre punch will do the same 
job. If these methods work for you, that is fine, but a punch with a die will be better.

Whichever method you want to use, a number of trial rivet locations have been provided for 
you to practice on. However, please note that badly formed rivets look much worse than no rivets at 
all. So, unless you are entirely happy with the results of your embossing method, it would be better 
to leave them alone.

PaIntInG and fInISHInG
You will probably find it easier to paint some parts before you begin the final assembly.

Most Quarry Hunslet locomotives had their coupling and connecting rods painted, usually in red. 
These should be primed and painted before they are fitted for the final time. Some items, such as the 
copper piping are best left off until the painting is complete. Also, any of the brass castings that you 
wish to leave in polished metal, such as the backhead surround, should be added later.

The secret of good painting is preparation. Make sure that all parts are thoroughly clean, dry and 
free of any grease. Metal parts should be cleaned with the glass fibre brush as the slight scratching 
helps the paint to key. Everything should be washed with a mildly abrasive kitchen cream cleaner, 
such as Cif (ex Jif), or even better, if you can get it, a product called Shiny Sinks, which is intended 
for stainless steel sinks, but cleans brass beautifully. Use an old toothbrush to work into the corners 
and crevices. You may need to repeat if the foam goes grey the first time. When it is clean, rinse in 
clean water. Once thoroughly clean and dry do not handle the model except with surgical gloves or 
tissue paper/kitchen roll.  Leave to dry, at least overnight, before applying the primer. Cover with a 
clean cardboard box or similar to prevent dust settling.

The resin and white metal parts only need a light mist coat from a car aerosol spray, but brass 
should be covered more thoroughly. In fact, an etching primer is best; this is available from good 
model suppliers. Read the manufacturer’s recommendations on the minimum drying time. If you 
are going to follow a car aerosol spray primer with the same maker’s top coat, ten minutes may be 
sufficient. However, with many paints you will find that at least 24 hours should elapse before the top 
coat is finally applied.

At Dinorwic, the main body colour was described as “Midland Red”, but latterly at least, the 
colour varied from Crimson through to a brownish shade, like the Indian Red of the Isle of Man or 
Furness Railways. Whatever the shade, it was applied to the tank, cab side and rear and sometimes 
to the firebox cladding. The tank and cab sides were often (but not always) lined out, a single yellow 
line was common, but the best advice, as always, is to seek out photographs. Vermilion was applied to 
buffer beams, coupling and connecting rods, and to the motion brackets. Everything else was black. 

The cast pressure gauge will look much better if the face is painted white; an imitation of the 
indicator arrow and markings can be added with a fine black pen, you could even include the red ‘working 
pressure’ mark if you have a suitably fine red pen. The gauge glasses (sight glasses) were often so filthy 
that you can’t tell the protector was made of glass - hence being supplied as a casting - but you could cut 
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out the centre portion (triangular) and replace it with a piece of polished acrylic (Perspex).
Once the painting is done any remaining items should be fixed in place, noting in particular the 

routing of the copper piping shown in the illustrations.
The final job (optional) is to give everything a coat of rust, dust, dirt and grime! There are now 

several very good books available on the subject should you wish to go further.

aSSeMBLy InStructIonS
The form of construction adopted in this kit is slightly different to the “convention”, in that the frames 
and footplate, including the cab sides, form a complete unit, with removable wheelsets and motor/
gearbox. The boiler unit, consisting of the boiler itself, along with smokebox, firebox and saddle tank, 
is separate and removable. This makes painting easier, while still allowing for future maintenance, 
but without the need to have an artificial and visible dividing line where the real thing doesn’t have 
one. Much of assembly of the “chassis” unit is done “dry” to be soldered afterwards; some of the 
parts have to be clicked into place, which can only be done because the parts will give slightly before 
being soldered. The finished result, however, is nice and solid. If you have doubts about your ability 
to solder, it would be possible to complete the chassis, and indeed the whole loco, using either two-
part epoxy (Araldite) or cyano (Superglue), or a combination. It doesn’t matter whether you assemble 
the boiler unit or the chassis unit first, but the order of assembly particularly within the latter unit, is 
important because many parts are impossible to add retrospectively.

Throughout these notes, reference is made to “left” (or LH for left hand) and “right” (or RH), 
and sometimes “top”, “bottom”, “front” and “back”. These orientations refer to the completed loco, 
when standing on the track, the chimney, of course, being at the front. Care should be taken, by 
reference to the photos, notes, etc., to get the correct orientation; often left, top or front, etc., will 
seem to be the opposite way round before folding and/or assembly, and some of the latter operation 
is done with the model upside down. Where confusion might arise and it can be done inconspicuously, 
the etched parts are marked accordingly.

To avoid tedious repetition, it will be assumed in each sub-section that the parts have been 
removed from the etched fret, casting sprue, etc., that tabs, moulding pips, etc., have been removed, 
rivets formed, and preliminary cleaning done ready for soldering or glueing.

On the etched frets, parts are numbered in the order they are laid out, to make finding the 
pieces easier. This means that numbers are not necessarily related to the order that they are needed. 
Before removing parts, note carefully from the pictures or the description which are tabs and which 
are folding lines.

aSSeMBLy of BoILer unIt
1. Saddle tank and Boiler (r & t) (plus castings, turnings and wire)
The first job is to check that the saddle tank “sits” tightly to the boiler. Push the turned boiler into the 
resin saddletank and there should be no gaps at either end. If firm pressure fails to fit it properly, use 
a piece of fine emery paper (not coarse sandpaper) wrapped around a piece of plastic bathroom sink 
waste pipe (1¼in internal diameter - bath and kitchen sink waste pipe is larger), and gently rub up 
and down until the two parts fit.

The various holes in the resin tank need drilling deeper, as follows: handrail knobs (4, on top) 
1.6mm; fire iron brackets (2, on top) 1.3mm; smokebox fixing brackets & lubricator bracket (3, on 
front) 1mm. Note that the fire iron holes need to be vertical, whereas the others need to be at right 
angles to the face of the tank.

The handrail (1/16in brass wire) needs to be bent to a “U” shape, but first fix the handrail knobs 
into the tank, two on each side at a time, using the wire whilst it is still straight; this way it is easier 
to get each pair in line. Once the knobs are fixed, gently bend the wire to a radius of 20mm (so that 
the two straights are 40mm apart). Use a thick broom handle or something similar, smaller than 40mm 
diameter, because the brass wire will spring back slightly, and take care to get a true semi-circle. Slide 
the handrail into the knobs until the centre of the semi circle projects 25mm from the front knobs, 
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remove surplus wire behind the rear knobs.
Fix the fire iron brackets in place, and the lubricator bracket, but not the smokebox brackets, as 

these are fixed as part of the next assembly stage. The turned tank filler is in two parts, the knob fits 
into the main body, protruding 1.3mm; after glueing or soldering, cut off the bottom of the knob turning 
flush with the underside of the main body turning. The assembly then fits into the resin base.

Finally, fix the tank to the boiler; a couple of blobs of epoxy glue “squashed” between the tank 
and the boiler is the way we did it. Make sure, before it sets that the tank is closely seated on the 
boiler and that, at the front (where the holes are in the tank), the boiler projects flush with the head 
of the rivets, about 0.5mm.

The nameplates, whilst best not attached until painting is complete, are glued (use the merest 
smear of epoxy) to the side of the tank as seen in the photographs, 6.25mm from front face of plate 
to front face of tank, and 15.5mm from bottom of plate to bottom of tank.

2. Smokebox (r) (plus castings and turnings)
Again, the various holes need drilling deeper: in the centre of the smokebox door, drill 2mm to take 
the handle casting; on the LH side, for the blower pipe, drill 2mm; tank fixing brackets, drill 1mm. For 
the footplate fixing screw (underside), drill 3mm at least 15mm deep, and push in the 8BA tapped 
insert, with a trace of glue, so that it is flush with the casting face. Check that the screw will go in fully. 
Try the turned chimney in place; with the smokebox unit on a flat surface (if necessary, overhanging 
the edge to clear the boiler fixing disc), use a set-square (from a children’s geometry set) or an 
engineers square to check that the chimney is truly vertical. [Every care has been taken to ensure that 
this should happen automatically, but few things look worse on a model than a chimney that is not 
vertical, so a check at this stage is well worth while]. If it leans, note carefully which way, and very 
gently file the top of the base opposite the way it is leaning. When satisfied, glue the chimney into 
the base. All the other castings, except the tank brackets can also be glued in place.

3. fix Smokebox to tank and Boiler
Try this dry first, to make sure it all fits. Using epoxy glue to fix them, push the smokebox into the 
front of the boiler, then take both of the cast brackets and fit them into the holes in the tank and 
smokebox. You will need to “lift” the smokebox, to fiddle the castings into place (hence using epoxy to 
give yourself some “adjustment time”). Make sure everything is in the correct place before leaving the 
glue to set. You can check that the two parts are in the correct horizontal alignment using the rivets 
on the smokebox - on each side the fourth one up from the bottom should line up with the bottom 
rivets on the tank.
4. firebox (r) (plus castings and wire)
Most of the backhead fittings remain polished brass after painting, so at this stage, just trial fit them, 
but do not fix them until after painting is complete. Although not essential, it will make assembly and 
disassembly easier if the portion of the boiler 
location “disc” which projects below footplate 
level was removed so that the entire casting 
has a flat base.

After that, fix the two 8BA tapped 
inserts in the base, in the same way as was 
done on the smokebox. Then trial fit the cast 
backhead surround; this should be carefully 
smoothed and polished first. The remaining 
backhead fittings should be trial fitted using 
the photo as a guide. The injectors and gauge 
glasses (sight glasses) are handed, so note 
carefully which way they go. However, the two 
gauge glasses are identical as supplied and 
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need slight modification to make them handed; the handles on the right need to be removed (flush 
with the nut) for the left hand unit and vice 
versa for the RH one (the photo should make 
this clear).

There is copper “pipework” to add 
from the copper wire supplied. It is described 
here, but best not done until all assembly and 
painting is done. From the base of each gauge 
glass a piece of 30thou copper goes vertically 
down through the appropriate hole in the 
footplate. Similarly from the inside union nut 
on each backhead injector, a piece of 40thou 
copper goes vertically down, From the outer 
union a piece of 40thou curves around the 
firebox towards the underside of the saddle 
tank. The photograph should make this clear.

5. Steam turret (B)
The base is polished brass on the real thing, so needs to be carefully smoothed and polished. On 
some early kits the base and fluted section are a single casting, on later ones they are separate; lugs 
ensure the correct orientation, but note that the top is only central on the base when fitted one way. 
Fit the whistle, spring/lever, and pressure gauge (2 parts) as shown in the photograph. The nut on the 
underside of the gauge itself (where the looped “pipe” enters) will need carefully drilling out 0.7mm. 
Note the routing of this looped “pipe” - it is a bit tricky to get right; solder the pipe into the nut before 
fixing the whole unit to the turret. Do not fix the turret in place until all painting is complete.

6. Boiler unit to footplate assembly
You will have to complete the chassis unit first, but this is the best place to describe the method 

of assembly, with the cab sides fixed to the 
footplate. The back of the boiler/saddle tank/
smokebox assembly needs to be fitted into the 
gap between the cab sides until the boiler drops 
between the front and rear frame spacers (it 
is a tight fit, and some minor filing of the front 
of the boiler may be necessary). The firebox 
is then slid along the rear footplate until the 
location disc is fully home in the boiler. Then 
put in the fixing screws from underneath. If 
you need to use the hollow boiler as a location 
for a battery pack, this assembly method allows 
occasional access, and keeping them separate 
makes painting easier. The fixing screws to the 

footplate will hold them in place perfectly well.
you can now put the boiler unit to one side until you are ready to paint it prior to 

final assembly.

aSSeMBLy of cHaSSIS unIt
7. footplate (e - Parts 2, 3 & 7)
Bend the front buffer beam through 90°; ensure that the front centre section of footplate is level with 
the rest of the footplate. Take each of the valances (which are identical), bend the ends to 90° and 
solder into the grooves near the edge of the underside of the footplate. Note that the valances have 
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a correct way up ; the edge to go in the groove is slightly raised compared with the fold-up section. 
The rear end of the valence does not go to the full length of the footplate, because of the overhang; 
the valences will be correctly located (to suit the rear buffer beam, which goes on later) if the front 
fold-up is tight up against the inside of the front buffer beam.

8. frame Plates (e - Parts 19 & 25)
There are Inner and Outer pairs to fold up to form each “frame plate”. Fold each pair to 180° (the 
fold lines are at the top, and of course the 
half-etched fold line is on the outside of the 
fold), and apply solder around the edges to 
permanently join together. Once soldered, 
remove the lozenge shaped remains of the 
fold tab, but don’t accidently remove the 
parallel sided tab needed to assemble to the 
footplate. At this stage, try each frame plate 
into the footplate, the top at the front fits in 
a narrow slot in the footplate which may need 
to be eased slightly with a fine file, the tab at 
the top towards the rear should also fit into a 
slot in the footplate (make sure you use the 
correct slot - it is the one which, on the top, is 
located within the half-etched lines representing the join in the footplate. At the front, the pair of tabs 
need to be “clicked” into the slots in the buffer beam. Once satisfactory, remove the frame plates to 
have other parts attached before final assembly in the same place.

The 4 (on each frame plate) small “U” 
shaped foldups, two each side of each axlebox 
slide, require a 10BA nut to be soldered over 
the small holes. Use the minimum amount 
of solder and the nut should tend to “float” 
on liquid solder to locate itself over the hole, 
with a flat face located against the frame 
plate itself. Check that a 10 BA screw will 
screw through the etch into each nut (if you 
have used too much solder, you might need a 
10BA tap to clear the threads, although often 
“forcing” a screw though (especially a steel 
one if you have it) will solve the problem.

9. Brake cross rod Bearing (t and e - Parts 6 & 13)
For each frame plate, take one of the 2mm ID top hat bearings and insert with the flange on the inside. 
Fix the etched riveted “washers” over the bearing on the outside of the frame, noting that there is a 
small flat which lines up with the bottom of the frames plate. The rest of the brake gear comes later.
10. Motion Brackets (e - Parts 17 & 18)
There are left and right hand motion brackets, marked L and R. Fold as shown and apply solder around 
the edges to permanently join together, dressing the outside edge to make it look like a single thick 
piece of metal. Fix into the frame plates, as shown in the photo of the completed chassis on page 
22.

11. Springs (B)
Whilst the frame plates are still separate, modify and trial fit the dummy springs. As supplied, each 
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casting is identical, but needs modification to clear the frame cross members. The photos show the 
pair for the left hand side, viewded from the 
inside. Make sure when you do the right hand 
pair that you do the same mods, but opposite 
handed. Do not permanently fix the springs 
in place until a later stage, after the cross 
members are in place.

12. cylinder casting (W)
These are handed; That on the left of the 
photo is for the lefthand side of the loco. They 

are located in the frames with the cast-in screw and a cast “pip”, and attached with a 6BA nut.

13. Slidebars/crossheads (n)
If these units do not run smoothly, there is no chance that the loco as a whole will run well; therefore 
this section will repay careful attention. The parts shown at the top of the photo are cleaned up and 
running smoothly; those at the bottom are as supplied. The hole in the slidebar unit will need opening 
out with a 2mm drill to take the piston rod. All the moving surfaces will need cleaning up with files or 

fine emery paper until they all run smoothly. 
A useful tip if the running is slightly “sticky” 
is to apply some Brasso, slide the bits up and 
down until free and then thoroughly clean off 
the Brasso. Persist until the crosshead moves 
smoothly within the slidebars. Note that the 

left and right hand units are identical (until the 
connecting rod securing pin is attached), but 
each crosshead and each slidebar unit has a top 
and a bottom, which should be clear from the 
photograph. Once running smoothly, make sure 
you keep each unit together. The length of the 
piston rod (the parallel, round section) will need 
to be trimmed in length to 27.5mm from the 
flange to stop it hitting the inside of the cylinder 
front cover.

Page 10 Slater’s Plastikard Ltd
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14. connecting rods (e - Parts 43 and 44, and 42)
The photo shows a set of rods before folding  up in concertina form (fold line to outside). Run solder 
into the edges, and then dress the edges up to look like a solid rod. At the big end (i.e. the crank 
end) add the etched overlay (42) which represents the brass bearing insert in the end of the rod. This 
remains bare brass when the rod is painted, but it is probably better to permanently attach it at this 
stage, and scrape off the paint later, although you could leave it to be attached after painting. Try the 
big end on one of the crankpins; the holes are deliberately slightly undersize, so enlarge the hole until 
it fits snugly on the crankpin bush. Try the little end in the recess on the crosshead (the former may 
need trimming slightly), and make sure that the cast pin fits through both parts. Assemble each set of 
con. rods, crossheads and pins (making sure 
you have a left hand and a right hand set) and 
carefully solder the back of the pin into the 
back of the crosshead, making sure you don’t 
flood the whole thing with solder and prevent 
the con rod from moving freely. Trim off the 
pin flush with the back of the crosshead. Hold 
the slidebar section in place in the motion 
bracket, and make sure that the crosshead will 
freely pass through the later. (This is not full 
size practice, but does mean that each con. 
rod/crosshead unit can be kept safely out of the way whilst the rest of the chassis is assembled, and 
painted separately before final assembly.

15. assembly of cylinder unit
Check first that the boss on the end of the slidebar fits into the hole in the cylinder rear casting. Using 
epoxy glue to give you some adjustment time, assemble together the whitemetal cylinder, brass 
cylinder front, and nickel silver slidebar together onto the frame plate on each side, to finish up as 
shown in the photograph of the finished “chassis”. This is a bit fiddly because it involves loosening the 
cylinder fixing nut and inserting one end of the slidebars into the recesses in the already fixed motion 
bracket, then inserting the other end into the cylinder rear, whilst also inserting the rear casting into 
the cylinder block. (It can be done because we have done it!). The cylinder front should also be fixed 
at this stage, noting that it has a small lubricator which should be vertical (i.e. parallel with the rear 
face of the cylinder block).

16. assembly of frames and footplate
Now assemble the frames into the footplate, as already tried in section 8, except that the top of the 
cylinder block is now in place and needs to be carefully fed through the cutouts in the footplate. Make 
sure that the tabs on the front vertical face of the frames are fully home into the slots in the front buffer 
beam, and that the tab on the top of the frame towards the rear is also fully home; when satisfied on 
both counts, bend over the rear tab (towards the centre of the loco), to hold the frames in place.

17. rear Buffer Beam (e - parts 1, 62 and 20) (B)
The etching (1) folds up as a concertina to form a double thickness plate with a rivetted strip at the 
top. Solder the edges and dress them to look like a single thick plate, removing the remains of the fold 
tabs at the same time. Take one of the coupling pockets (62), bend to a “U” shape, and solder into 
the slots on the inside of the buffer beam. One of the cast couplings can be soldered in place - line 
up the thin end of the square bar with the inner face of the coupling pocket, making sure that the “U” 
shaped “jaws” are horizontal, not vertical. The two small etched triangular shaped brackets (20) are 
soldered into the small slots near the edges of the buffer beam.

Assemble the completed unit with the tabs on the rear of the frames through the slots. When 
full home, bend over the tabs to hold it all in place.
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18. rear frame Spacer and Motor Mount (e - Parts 29 and 9)
Fold the motor mount plate (9) as shown and solder to the frame spacer (29) (the one with long thin 
“U” shaped cutouts to clear the rear wheel flanges). Note which way up the motor plate goes; the 
face where the motor attaches slopes slightly, with the bottom closer to the spacer. Also, the three 
fixing holes in the motor plate line up with the holes in the spacer. When assembled, the motor will 
lie along the centreline of the model, sloping down slightly to the rear.. Click the rear spacer into the 
slots in the frame, with the tabs at the top located in the cutouts in the footplate.

19. Middle and front frame Spacers (e - parts 27 and 22)
These click into place, noting that the middle 
one is not vertical, but leans at the same 
angle as the cylinders, and the front one has 
a single tab at the top to locate in a cutout in 
the footplate. 

20. Permanently fix the frames, 
etc
Only when operations 16–19 have been 
completed partly “dry”, do you finish soldering 
them all together in situ. The following points 
should be noted before applying the solder:-
a. Make sure that the front of the frames 

and the inside of the front buffer beams are touching from top to bottom.
b. Make sure that both tabs at the top of the rear spacer, and in particular the single tab at the 

top of the front spacer are fully home in the appropriate cut outs in the footplate.
c. All other tabs and slots are fully home.

Cut a piece of the 2mm brass rod to a length of 49mm and solder each end into the larger hole in the 
middle and front spacers (this forms the compensation beam for the front axle).

Now solder the springs (as previously tried in section 11) into place.

21. front Buffer Beam (e - Part 11) (B) and (W)
Add the front buffer beam overlay, it is necessary to line it up carefully (with the rivets to the outside!). 
Add the front coupling as described for the rear one in section 17. Add two of the whitemetal buffer 
blocks, with the rear dimple located in the holes. Although not identical, each of the buffer blocks is 
interchangeable, but note that there is a correct way up - the underside does not have any simulated 
wood grain. The other two blocks can now be added to the rear buffer beam.

22. cab Steps (e - Parts 4 and 5)
These fold up and are located against the inside of the rear buffer beam, with the top projection 
against the frame plates. Part 4 is the right hand step, and 5 the left one.

Page 12 Slater’s Plastikard Ltd
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23. assemble dummy Inside Valve Gear (e parts 39, 46, 56 and 59)
There are four main eccentric straps/rods/expansion links, which are marked LO, LI, RO and RI (for 
left outside, left inside, right.... etc.) to indicate where they go in the model. After folding up each 
piece concertina fashion, the two left ones are then assembled together, and the two right ones (use 
overlength pieces of 30thou wire through the three holes in the expansion link “halves”, but don’t 
trim them until instructed to do so) and line up the “U” shaped cut-outs in the eccentric straps. Add 
the detail overlays; described for the left pair - the right pair is similar, but of course reversed. Part 
49 goes over the lower rod to form the “fork”, 
part 61 likewise goes on the upper rod, whilst 
part 50 forms the “fork” for the centre of the 
expansion link (Equivalent RH parts are 40, 57 
and 41). Trim the wire pieces flush with the 
face of the “forks”, but only the top and middle 
ones (the bottom is where the open end of the 
“U” shaped cutouts). The photograph should 
make this clear!

Next add the reverser pull rods (one each of part 45) to either side of the expansion link; bend 
over the protruding wire to retain them, but do not solder yet. Take the LH assembly, and slot the 
front end protrusion into the slot in the middle frame spacer, then the rear protrusion into the slot in 
the rear frame spacer. Solder the rear one to hold in place, and repeat for the RH assembly. [Note: 
if you mix up the LH and RH assemblies at this stage, it doesn’t matter, as long as they are the right 
way up!]. Take a piece of 40thou (1mm) brass wire, cut to 48mm long, and feed each through one 
of the smaller holes in the front frame spacer and into the fork in the end of the front protrusion in 
the middle frame spacer. Solder in place at both ends and repeat for the other side.

Cut a piece of 40thou (1mm) brass wire to about 60mm long. This is overlength to make 
assembly easier) and insert through the frame holes above the central cut-out (the hole with two 
rivets vertically above each other). At the same time feed on the larger end of crank Part 58 so that 
it goes through the slot in the RH footplate, and the larger end of both cranks Part 60 so that they 
are between the frames. Leaving the cranks loose, solder the rod into the frame holes. Position the 
two cranks between the frames so that you can feed a piece of 30thou brass rod through the small 
end and the previously attached pull rods. Position the latter so that they are vertical and the crank 
is centrally between them and solder up both ends of the cranks and both ends of the pull rods. 
Trim the protruding pieces of wire flush with the face of the etchings. Also trim the cross rod on the 
outside of the LH frame plate so that it projects about 0.5mm. Leave the crank projecting through 
the RH footplate loose until Stage 30; it shouldn’t come off because it’s partly trapped, but if it does, 
it can be fed back on again.

24. assemble axleboxes (t and e - part 10)
The turned axleboxes need to have a etched cosmetic face added. Fold each etch back on itself, and 
solder to a turning, using two short pieces of 20thou brass wire to locate the parts together. Try each 
finished axle box in a slide in the frames - they should slide up and down freely with no forward and 
backwards movement. You may find you need to lightly file the edges of the slides to remove the 
etched “cusp”, or alternatively that the grooves in the axleboxes needs to be cleared of solder - use 
a junior hacksaw blade for this. When each axlebox moves freely in a slide, mark it in some way so 
that the same one always goes back in the same slide.

25. Wheelsets
These come ready assembled with a gearbox on one of them. Axleboxes and cranks need to be 
added, as described below.

26. assemble cranks and Wheelsets (P)
Try each crank in turn on a square end of an axle, noting that the crank on the right side leads that 
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on the left by 90° (although, as long as both axles are the same, it doesn’t matter whether they lead 
or trail). Put an axlebox between the wheel and the crank (with the etched face outwards, and making 
sure that the previously marked axlebox goes in the correct end of the relevant axle), then secure the 
cranks with the countersink screws, tightening using the small Allen key provided. On the driven axle, 
screw in a steel crankpin turning to each crank.

Now invert the chassis and insert the wheelsets, by sliding the slots in the axleboxes onto the 
slides in the frames; this is a bit fiddly but persistence will be rewarded! Note that the top of the 
axlebox is where the two pieces of wire were inserted to locate the cosmetic etch. Note also which way 
the gearbox is orientated: the brass universal coupling is at the top and to the rear(don’t forget that 
you are holding the chassis upside down at this stage). The front axle should touch the compensation 
beam (so that when placed on the track,the weight is carried by it), and the axleboxes should be free 
to rock sideways but not front and rear. The wheels should revolve freely; for the purpose of this 
check, the gearbox can be left to revolve with the wheelset.

Fit the 4 keeper plates (part 23) over the bottom of the axle slides using the short 10BA screws.

27. Motor
Now is a good time to fit the motor to check that it works correctly. The picture shows how the drive 
is arranged. The motor with its brass hexagonal coupling goes on the motor mount on the back of 
the rear chassis cross member; the M2 motor fixing screws don't touch the chassis plate, but screw 
through the motor mount. When feeding it in, make sure the brass “male” and “female” parts of the 
coupling unite correctly. Try it under power with the chassis either held upside down or right way up 
on some track. The motor orientation doesn't matter - the screws will fit in any of the brass bushed 
threaded holes.

28. assemble coupling rods
These fold up in concertina form like the connecting rod (section 14). When soldered, using the taper 
reamer or broach, enlarge the crankpin holes to be a good sliding fit on the brass crankpin bush (rear) 
or the steel crankpin (front). The rear crankpin is assembled as follows, plain brass bush, “top hat” 
brass bush (flange inwards), washer and nut, but at this stage just put the plain bush on. The front 
crankpin is designed to screw in place through the coupling rod, with one of the etched brass washers 
(Part 21) between the rod and the crank.

Fit the rods in place and roll the chassis up and down a piece of track or other surface. If there 
is any stiffness in the rods on the crankpins, take the rod off and very slightly, enlarge the hole 
before trying again. Very little adjustment should be necessary, but do not try to make the crankpin 
holes oval in the direction of the perceived stiffness; they should remain circular, just a bit bigger.

Once you are satisfied with the running of the coupling rods, the connecting rods can be slid 
back into slide bars, and on to the crank pin, in the process finishing off the assembly of the latter.

Fixing screws for the motor go here

Frame spacer and motor mount 
shown "see through"
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29. assemble Brake Gear
Assemble the 4 plastic brake blocks to the 
4 etched hangers (Parts 24, 26, 28 and 30) 
with short pieces of 40 thou brass wire and 
either superglue or epoxy, as shown in the 
photograph, noting the correct angles. Once 
set, cut two pieces of 40thou brass wire about 
50-55mm long and feed them through the holes 
in the chassis (the ones with 3 rivets around 
them), and a pair of brake hangers using the 
holes at the larger end of the etching. Cut three 
46mm lengths of 40thou brass wire and feed 
two of them through the bottom holes in the 

brake hangers Take the two pull rods (Parts 15 and 16) and put them to the outside of the hangers 
onto the protruding ends of the brass rod. Leave them loose for the time being.

Cut a piece of the 2mm diameter brass rod to 57mm long, and insert through the “bearings” in 
the frames, at the same time adding on the etched cranks (Parts 54 and 55), large end through the 
2mm rod. Feed the third 40 thou piece of wire through the front pair of holes in the pull rods, at the 
same time through the small end holes in the cranks just fitted.

The brake gear assembly can be soldered up solid, fixing it in place, and thus trapping the 
wheelsets, or it can be made removable. If you are happy with the former, just solder all the joints up 
solid (once it is correctly aligned, as described), otherwise follow our suggestion to make it removable. 
Align the brake blocks and hangers by using a small blob of Blue Tack between the block and the tyre 
to make sure that the hangers are vertical and that the brake blocks line up with the wheel tyres but 
are not touching them - about ½-1mm is about right. We found that it held everything in the right 
place whilst soldering, and it came out easily afterwards. be very careful when soldering near to the 
plastic brake blocks - they will melt very easily if touched by the soldering iron! When soldering the 
wires to the rods, use plenty of flux, and a hot iron - the mearest touch should result in a good joint. 
Do not linger with the iron, and if soldering two joints close together, allow the first to cool before 
doing the other one.

Solder the two cross rods to the bottom of the hangers and to the pull rods, making sure there 
is an equal projection either side. Solder the cranks to the 2mm cross rod, making sure that the cranks 
are centrally located (each one an equal distance from each end), just touching the inside of the pull 
rods. The 2mm cross rod can be fixed in place; on the left hand side of the loco, the rod is projects 
about 1mm from the outside of the bearing; on the right side it projects about 8mm.

This now means that the front lower 
40thou cross-rod and the two upper 40thou cross 
rods can be removed to release the brake block 
assembly. Once the model is complete (i.e. when 
the next time you may need to remove the brake 
gear and wheels is for future maintenance), it is 
suggested that you use a tiny blob of Blue Tack in 
an inconspicuous location to stop these rods from 
working loose. Alternatively a tiny blob of PVA 
(white) glue (but definitely not superglue or any 
type of Loctite retainer) will be easy to “break” 
when you do want to remove these parts.

30. electrical Pick-ups and Wiring
Everyone has their own favourite system of electrical pickup; the one described is intended to be as 
inconspicuous as possible. This is the only section where soldering is absolutely necessary to ensure 
electrical contact It will be easier to remove the wheelsets to do the work, but you will need to ensure 
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that the pickups do line up with the wheels. Glue four small pads of copper clad strip, two each to the 
front of the middle and rear frame spacers. Onto these pads solder a piece of the phosphor bronze 
strip to hang down nearly vertically, but bent to ensure contact with the wheels. On each side, solder 
a piece of the insulated wire to run from the front pad down through the hole in the middle frame 
spacer, following the route shown in the photograph to the rear pad. Then, again on each side, solder 
a piece of the wire from the rear pad through the hole in the rear frame spacer to one of the tags 
on the motor. Leave plenty of spare wire, to allow for motor removal. If you wish to, obtain a small 
electrical connector (not included, but available from Squires or other suppliers) to enable the motor 
to be released without having to unsolder a joint.

31. Brake column (B and t)
The two “washer” shaped flange castings go top and bottom of the turning (note the orientation of 
the top flange), with the cranked handle inserted at the top. Fix into footplate. The bottom section 
casting (with screw and crank) may need to have the hole enlarged to 2mm to fit on the end of the 
rod. Insert the top of the screw section into the bottom of the turned column, and the boss of the 
crank over the end of the cross rod flush with the face. Fix in place.

32. reversing Lever (e - Parts 47 and 48 and B)
Make up the lever and stand using 3 short pieces of 30thou brass wire, as shown in the photo. Fix to 
footplate, making sure it is vertical. Then add the reverser rod (again with a short piece of 30thou wire 
at both ends) to the still loose crank (fitted in Section 23), and solder both ends of the rod and the 
crank, fixing them in position. The reverser cross rod should now be trimmed flush with the crank.

33. right-Hand cab Side Sheet (e - Parts 32, 53 & 64) (B) and (t)
Note that in the row of rivets along the bottom edge, there is one rivet amidst the closely spaced fold 
lines. Bend the curved section carefully, the aforementioned fold lines will help to form the correct 
radius, but a piece of round bar of about 7mm diameter will be better. If is is correctly bent, the tabs 
will fit the slots in the footplate. Fit the cast top strip, the tabs should fit in the slots in the casting, but 
because of inevitable variations in the casting process, the tabs may need to be trimmed slightly to 
get them to fit. The fold lines inside the curved section will (just) be visible on the finished model, so 
it might be a good idea to fill the grooves with solder, Milliput or car body filler. The turned handrails 
are fixed at the top with a 16BA nut, and at the bottom, through the hole in the footplate, with a 14BA 
nut, and the whole thing can now be fixed in place.

Now fit the drain cock rod. Fix the crank (part 53) to the frames with short piece of 40thou brass 
wire. From the top, the crank should be in the middle of the footplate cut-out, from the side, it should 
lean forward about 30°. Take the rod (part 64) and at the end without the hole, bend about 1.5mm to 
a right angle. Using a short piece of 20thou brass wire, fix the end with the hole to the crank, and the 
end with bend to the reverser just above where the reverser rod is joined. If it is in the correct place, 
the drain cock rod will pass through the “notched” cut out in the front of the RH cab side sheet.

34. Left-Hand cab Side Sheet and 
bunker (e - Parts 31, 33 & 37) (B) 
and (t)
The cab side (33) is done the same way as 
the RH side, including a handrail, up to fixing 
in place - but make sure you’ve formed the 
bunker to shape first The bunker is formed by 
bending to the shape shown in the photograph 
using the diagram to get the correct angles. 
Note that the fold line next to the rivets bends 
to approximately 45° in the opposite way 
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to convention. The coal door slides fold up concertina-like (as in the 
photo). The coal door itself has a curve formed in the top “tongue” as 
seen in the photo; it can be fixed in place in any position from closed 
to fully open. The latter allows coal (not supplied) to “spill” out in a 
realistic manner. Fix the bunker in place after the cab side sheet.

35. cab rear (e - parts 38 & 51) (B) and (t)
The etched part (38) forms a “concertina”, shown part folded in the first picture; until the top strip and 
door catch are attached, it can go either way up. Note that is is very delicate until folded and soldered. 
The top strip is a brass casting; note that the 
slots in the underside are off-set, as are the 
etched tabs once folded up, so carefully match 
these up. The door catch (51) is attached 
using a short piece of 0.8mm wire (for which 
the hole may need opening up), and a second 
piece goes in the corresponding hole in the 
other “door”. The turned handrails are fixed 
at the top with 16BA nuts, and at the bottom, 
through the holes in the footplate “overhang”, 
with 14BA nuts. When final assembly takes 
place (perhaps after painting), you can rely 
just on these nuts (making sure that the tabs 
and slots line up) but it will be a bit vulnerable 
to knocks and bad handling. A stronger fixing 
will be obtained by smearing the base with 
2-part epoxy before assembly, which will give 
you enough “adjustment time” to ensure that 
it is truly vertical.

36. firebox Sides/ashpan (W)
These are located using the pegs on the top glued into the holes on the footplate. The holes are in 
the right place, but due to the castings being made before final test assembly and the whitemetal not 
shrinking as much as predicted, a couple of modifications are needed. File off about 1mm from the 
front face of each casting where they butt up to the rear frame spacer. On the right hand casting, 
most of the rear (curved) flange needs to be removed to clear the off-set motor and provide access 
for screwing the motor to the mounting plate. There is an etched ashpan rear (Part 52), if you wish 
to add it, but it is barely visible and makes access to the motor more difficult.

Well done, you’ve now finished the main assembly work (apart from uniting the chassis 
unit with the Boiler unit), and it can be painted, as previously described

Battery oPeratIon
This section outlines a basic system, anything more sophisticated will need specialist advice and 
suppliers. None of the components are included, although the coreless motor which is supplied is 
very suitable for battery operation. It is strongly recommended that whatever system is used does 
not require the removal of the battery for charging or replacement on a regular basis, as this will risk 
damage to the fine details included in the kit.

The motor supplied is intended for 12V pure DC supply, so a 9V “PP3” (square) battery is ideal. 
The hollow boiler would make a suitable location for a rechargeable PP3 type battery and perhaps, a 
small charger unit. The coal bunker could house a forward/off/reverse switch and a socket either to 
connect a power supply to the charger or to connect a charger to the battery. These components are 
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easily obtainable from several suppliers, including Squires of Bognor Regis who attend many model 
railway exhibitions. The wiring diagram for a double pole, double throw, centre off miniature toggle 
switch (Squires reference MT0080) is shown below. If you house the battery in the boiler, glue the 
boiler and saddle tank to the smokebox as described in the main instructions, but leave the firebox 
separate; the process of screwing these to the footplate will hold them together adequately. You will 
also need to make a route for the wiring between the boiler and the bunker; carve a channel in the 
resin and drill a hole in the etched brass bits. You could fabricate a base for the switch and socket in 
the bunker from the waste brass around the etched frets or from other scrap material which every 
modeller seems to have in abundance.

An alternative location for the battery, and maybe the switch, is in a wagon semi-permanently 
attached as a tender.

Should you wish to have a dual purpose battery and 2-rail model you should add a second 
switch which isolates the battery or the pick-ups when the other is in use. The biggest snag with dual 
power working is that the wheels will accumulate a lot of dirt in the garden which has to be cleaned 
off before the model can be used on track power again.
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LISt of PartS/PackInG SHeet
Material Part no description no Per kit
Etched Brass 16L0201 Sheet 1 ............................................................... 1
 16L0202 Sheet 2 ............................................................... 1
 16L0203 Sheet 3 ............................................................... 1
 16L0204 Worksplates (2 per sheet) .................................... 1
Resin Castings 16L0206 Smokebox ........................................................... 1
 16L0207 Tank ................................................................... 1
 16L0208 Firebox ................................................................ 1
Brass Turnings X16L0210 Chimney .............................................................. 1
 X16L0211 Boiler .................................................................. 1
 X16L0212 Handrail Knob ...................................................... 4 
 X16L0213 Cab Handrail ........................................................ 4
 X16L0214 Axlebox ............................................................... 4
 X16L0218 Threaded Brass Insert .......................................... 3
 X16L0219 Brake Column ...................................................... 1
 X16L0220 Tank Filler (2 part) ............................................... 1
Injection Mouldings X16L0226 Outside Crank (4 items) ....................................... 1
 X16L0227 Brake Block (4 items) ........................................... 1 
Whitemetal Castings X16L0230 Whitemetal Parts (8 items) ................................... 1
   LH Cylinder Block*
   RH Cylinder Block*
   LH Firebox/Ashpan Side
   RH Firebox/Ashpan Side
   Buffer (x4)
Nickel Silver Castings X16L0235 Crosshead/Slidebars ............................................. 2
   Crosshead
   Slidebars
   Crosshead Pin
Brass Castings X16L0240 Tank Fittings (7 items) ......................................... 1
   Tank/Smokebox Angle (x2)
   Fire Iron “Fork” (x2)
   Lubricator
   Lubricator Bracket
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   Gauge Glass
 X16L0241 Spring (x4) .......................................................... 1
 X16L0242 Steam Turret (on later kits, this in two parts) ........ 1
 X16L0243 Safety Valve Fittings (4 items) .............................. 1
   S/V Lever & Spring
   Whistle
   Pressure Gauge (2 parts)
 X16L0244 Backhead Fittings (6 items) .................................. 1
   Regulator Handle
   Regulator Quadrant
   Gauge Glass
   LH Backhead Injector
   RH Backhead Injector
 X16L0245 Backhead Surround .............................................. 1
 X16L0246 Cab Top Strips (3 items) ...................................... 1
   LH Side
   RH side
   Rear
 X16L0247 Cylinder Ends ...................................................... 2
   Cylinder Front (with lubricator)
   Cylinder Rear
 X16L0248 Brake Column Parts (4 items) ............................... 1
   Brake Handle
   Brake Screw & Crank
   Column Top Plate
   Column Base Plate
 X16L0249 Miscellaneous Parts (7 items) ............................... 1
   Reverser Lever
   Smokebox Handles
   Coupling Hook (x2)
   Coupling Pin (x2)
   Blower Union

Motor, Wheels, and Gearbox
Faulhaber 2619S012SR (8:1) motor and
brass hexagonal coupling .......................... 1
Driven Axle with wheels and gearbox, ........ 1
Non-driven Axle with wheels ...................... 1
Fixing screw for cranks .............................. 4
Allen Key for fixing screws ......................... 1

Brass nuts and Bolts
8BA x ½in c/h screw ................................. 3
10BA x ¼in c/h screw ............................. 10
6BA nuts .................................................. 2
10BA nuts ............................................... 10
14BA nuts ................................................. 4
16BA nuts ................................................. 4

Wire
Brass 2mm .......................................1 x 6in

Brass 60thou ..................................1 x 12in
Brass 40thou ..................................1 x 12in
........................................................1 x 3in
Brass 30thou ..................................1 x 12in
Copper 30thou ..................................1 x 4in
Copper 40thou ..................................1 x 4in
........................................................1 x 6in
Black Insulated Wire .......................1 x 12in

Pickups
Copper Clad Strip ...................................... 1
Phosphor Bronze strip ............................... 1

Brass Bearings
2mm I/D top hat ....................................... 2

crankpins
“Australian” Short ...................................... 2
Gauge 1 - Long (Set) ................................ 2

otHer PartS
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This picture shows the revised motor and gearbox 
in situ in the frames, before some of the other parts 
were added. The other pictures in this set were taken 

of a previous motor and gearbox combination. All 
other aspects of the loco’s construction are 

unaltered by the new motor, so these 
pictures have been left unaltered 

from previous versions of these 
instructions
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